
EBB system is one of the most popular 

models of AEG, the poor durability of the 

market standard EBB system resulting in the 

miserable condition of use inferior product. 

Perfect quality is the top priority than follow 

the trend and popularity. ICS’s philosophy is 

do the best, no compromise. The founder of 

ICS, Mr. Chu believes if a gun can’t satisfy all 

users' needs, it is not perfect enough to be 

on the market. ICS decided to create a prod-

uct that consumer truly desire for, including 

simulation, innovation, and user-friendly 

design all in one. ICS’s goal is to provide 

what a real gun cannot give, to reach what a 

real gun cannot achieve.

Stubbornness Achieves a Dream
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Mr. Chu led ICS’s R&D team to start a 
comprehensive inspection for the shortcomings 
of traditional EBB system, breaking up the old 
thinking into parts and overturn the 
conservative design. After two years of 
research and experiment, ICS came out a 

Self Requirements ,  No Compromise

brand new EBB split gearbox with the highest 
quality requirement but simplest structure 
design. The blow back function is still as good 
as new after hundred thousand times of 
durable test, it is a perfect transform. 



Brand -New Design
Simple and Pure Perfection
ICS believes you can have the cake 
and eat it too; the goal is to meet all 
the needs and wants of players. The 
brand new EBB system is not only 
with the invincible durability and easy 
assembly, but also with the consider-
ate designs and high compatibility. 
ICS aim to create a perfect transfor-
mation of AEG, the insistence of 
every detail created a dream gun in 
the end, including simulated shooting 
sensation and user-friendly designs 
at the same time. TransforM4 CXP-
UKI will transform into a new force 
 coming to the airsoft



The fashionable appearance design is one of 
the important parts of transform. UK1 hand-
guard equips the latest KeyMod system, with 
the same specifications of the real gun. The 
TMAG magazine of CXP-UK1 provides high, 
medium, and low capacity choices. The designs 

Latest Elements plus Reinforced Kit

of anti slippery lines and bb capacity window 
are very considerate. Six positions adjustable 
MTR stock provides high adjustability, comfort 
and stability. The comprehensive upgrade and 
new designs of TransforM4 is the great achieve-
ment of ICS spirit.



TransforM4 CXP-UK1 with the standard 
equipment of reinforced piston, metal 
hop-up set, and MIM process No.1 and 
motor gear, gives you the most robust 
system. 

The integrated receiver, build-in lower 
receiver pin, and bilateral charging 
handle have increased in intensity and 
simulation. We integrated the safety 

selector lever with the spring release 
function; without extra step, the routine 
action would protect your love gun 
easily.

TransforM4 enhanced the functionality 
and expandability as well. Strong, du-
rable, and simulative is the original 
intention of ICS’s design. The compre-
hensive transform achieves a dream 
gun; we will hold the same spirit of 
innovation, the best thing we create. 



The UK1 handguard 
with compact look 
and KeyMod system 
allows parts fact 
attached.

New design of flash 
suppressor.

Equip with reinforced 
upgrade piston and metal 
hop-up.

Brand-new EBB split 
gearbox system with 
invincible performance. 

New one-piece upper 
receiver provides high 
tensile strength.

Bilateral charging handle 
is a user-friendly design 
satisfies various battles 
and players.

Six position 
adjustable MTR 
stock provides high 
adjustability and 
comfort. 

Integration of safety 
selector lever and spring 
release function.

Invincible steel No.1 gear and motor 
gear maximize efficiency.

Ergonomic designs of 
pistol grip and trigger 
guard assembly 

TMAG H300/L45 with 
anti slippery design and 
BBs capacity window.

The build-in lower receiver 
pin as a real gun. 
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Gun length:
Outer barrel length:
Inner barrel length:
Gun weight:
Recommended battery:
Number of magazines included:
Magazine capacity:
Motor:
Spring:
Main materials:
Body material:

795mm (700mm)
261mm
263mm
2587g
LI-PO 11.1V 1200mAh 
MA-186 Hi-cap magazine
300 rounds
Turbo 3000 long pin
M120 (M100 for Spain)
Metal & Standard Industrial Plastic
Metal

Gun length:
Outer barrel length:
Inner barrel length:
Gun weight:
Recommended battery:
Number of magazines included:
Magazine capacity:
Motor:
Spring:
Main materials:
Body material:

906mm (811mm)
372mm
375mm
2803g
LI-PO 11.1V 1200mAh 
MA-186 Hi-cap magazine
300 rounds
Turbo 3000 long pin
M120 (M100 for Spain)
Metal & Standard Industrial Plastic
Metal
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